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1.

Background and aims
It is the responsibility of the Sullom Voe Oil Spill Advisory Committee (SVOSAC)
to ensure that adequate plans exist for the area covered by the Sullom Voe
Harbour Oil Spill Plan (SVHOSP) and to integrate into that plan environmental
advice from the Shetland Oil Terminal Environmental Advisory Group
(SOTEAG). The Wildlife Response Co-ordinating Committee (WRCC) was
established in 1990 under the auspices and Chairmanship of SOTEAG to
advise SVOSAC and the Sullom Voe Association Limited on policy for dealing
with wildlife oiled as a result of a major oiling incident in the waters around
Shetland and to establish operational procedures. The WRCC Oil Spill Plan for
Shetland is incorporated into the SVHOSP and the Shetland-wide Marine
Pollution Contingency Plan (MPCP). In the event of an oil pollution incident
the WRCC may establish a Wildlife Response Centre, whose role would be:
(a)

to measure the impact of an oil pollution incident by the collection
and recording of as many wildlife victims as is practicable, priority
being given to seabirds and marine mammals.

(b)

to rehabilitate for release to the wild as many oiled birds (to be cared
for by the SSPCA) and marine mammals (to be cared for by the
Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary) as is reasonable and practicable.

(c)

to provide factual information to the Incident Co-ordination Centre.

(d)

to deliver factual information to the media, through channels defined
by the Incident Co-ordination Centre.

2.

Membership of the WRCC
Current organisations represented on the WRCC:


SOTEAG
o Chairman of SOTEAG/WRCC Committees and Vice
Chairman of the WRCC Committee
o SOTEAG Executive Officer - provides administrative
support to the WRCC



Shetland Islands Council (SIC)
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o

Ports & Harbours Operations

o

Infrastructure Services

o

Legal & Administration

BP Exploration
o

HSE Advisor, BP Sullom Voe Terminal

o

HSE Advisor, BP Sullom Voe Terminal

 Marine Scotland
o


Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
o



Senior Fishery Officer

Shetland Operations Officer
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA)

o Environmental Protection Officer


Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)
o Northern Isles Manager



Shetland Biological Records Centre (SBRC)
o Project Manager, Natural History



Shetland Bird Club
o SBC Committee Member



Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SSPCA)
o Shetland Inspector



Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary (HWS)
o Manager



Westside Veterinary Surgery
o Partner



Northern Constabulary
o Community Safety Sergeant
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3.

Activating the WRCC Plan
3.1

Circumstances

The WRCC Plan should be activated if initial assessment (see 3.2 below) of an
oil pollution incident in Shetland waters suggests that one or both of the
following situations is likely to occur:
a) Comprehensive collection of dead and live victims cannot be handled
by staff of the member organisations alone, so that a directed
volunteer effort is required.
b) Holding

and

treatment

facilities

in

Shetland

and

associated

professional and volunteer personnel will be unable to cope with the
anticipated number of live oiled birds or mammals.
The consequence of activating the Plan is that a Wildlife Response
Centre (WRC), with an identified administrative structure, would be
established within 24 hours, and a full meeting of the WRCC would take
place within 36 hours.
3.2

Responsibility

The decision to activate the WRCC Plan and where to locate the WRC will be
taken jointly by three WRCC members, with three others acting as deputies in
the event of those with primary responsibility being unavailable. These
individuals currently are:

4.

Primary Responsibility

Depute

Martin Heubeck (SOTEAG)

Kirsty North (SNH)

David Manson (SVT)

Jed Westmoreland (SVT)

Richard Cooper (SIC)

Colin Reeves (SIC)

Location of the Wildlife Response Centre and holding and treatment facilities
4.1

The Wildlife Response Centre (WRC)

The WRC will be located at the Sella Ness Pollution Response Base, unless the
likely area of the main field effort is considered sufficiently distant to hamper
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an efficient response. The WRCC will maintain an understanding of potential
buildings suitable for use as a WRC, or as forward-bases for local co-ordination
of field operations
The suitability of a building for use as a WRC is more important to an efficient
response than its exact location. In deciding the location of a WRC in a
building away from Sella Ness, the likely minimum period of occupancy and
the physical layout of the building(s) should be considered. The latter should
include, in no order of priority:
a) distance from and possible disturbance to the nearest housing
b) adequate car parking and space for a large freezer unit
c)

separate areas for administration, field control and equipment storage

d) adequate food preparation and toilet facilities
e)

sufficient electrical and telephone points

f)

rooms convertible to sleeping accommodation

g) control of the media
4.2

Wildlife holding and treatment facilities

All live birds/mammals will be taken directly to the respective holding and
treatment centres. All dead birds/mammals will be taken to the WRC.
4.2.1 Oiled birds
The holding and treatment of live, oiled birds will, in the first instance, have
to rely on establishing temporary facilities in Shetland. These will be used for
the pre-treatment and stabilisation of birds (e.g. re-hydration and initial
cleaning) before transfer to the SSPCA's National Wildlife Rescue Centre at
Fishcross in Clackmannanshire. In instances where birds are only lightly
oiled, consideration might be given to transferring them to the facilities in
mainland Scotland straightaway.
The WRCC will maintain a listing of potential buildings in Shetland suitable
for conversion to temporary holding and treatment facilities for oiled birds.
4.2.2 Marine mammals
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The treatment and rehabilitation centre for marine mammals will be the
Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary.
5.

WRC administrative structure
5.1

Key Posts

The following nine Key Posts in the WRC administrative structure will be filled
by WRCC member organisations:
General Manager, Administrator, Field Operations Co-ordinator, Health and
Safety Advisor, Animal Welfare Co-ordinator, Scientific Co-ordinator, Logistics
Co-ordinator, Media Liaison Co-ordinator and I.T. Communications Coordinator.
Different oil spill incidents will require different levels of response and so the
administrative structure should be regarded as flexible. The functions of two or
more Key Posts may be merged, or one co-ordinator may be directed to
assist another, according to circumstances and at the discretion of the
General Manager.
5.2

Support for Key Posts

In more serious incidents some or all Key Posts will require assistance and/or
clerical support. Assistants to and clerical support for Key Posts should, where
possible, be seconded from posts in WRCC member organisations or else
hired temporarily.
Different

pollution

incidents

will

impose

different

demands

on

the

administration structure. The Administrator will be responsible for identifying
the need for additional manpower, the resourcing of which will be the
responsibility of General Manager
5.3

Filling Key Posts

The WRCC member organisations responsible for filling Key Posts, with
alternates, will be:
General Manager - SOTEAG/SVT
Administrator - SOTEAG/SIC
Field Operations Co-ordinator - RSPB/SNH
Health and Safety Advisor - SIC
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Animal Welfare Co-ordinator – SSPCA
Scientific Co-ordinator – SBRC/SNH
Logistics Co-ordinator - SIC/SVT
Media Liaison Co-ordinator - SVT/SIC
IT Communications Co-ordinator SIC/SVT/Contracted
Member organisations responsible for filling these Key Posts must accept
responsibility for responding to the event and be aware that staff may have
to be released for extended periods during more serious incidents.
5.4

Rotation of staff in Key Posts

All staff in Key Posts should be rotated between 14-21 days of the WRCC plan
being in operation and this rotation will be staggered. By day 7 of the plan
being in operation it should be clear whether or not it will need to run for
longer than a further week. If so, it will then be the responsibility of the General
Manager to alert member organisations to the need for alternative staff.
5.5

WRC funding

Once the WRCC Plan has been activated the Administrator will identify a
source of immediate finance, maintain tight financial control and records,
and maintain a log of staff time on duty for any subsequent compensation
claims. If the WRCC Plan is activated, initial funding will be drawn from the
SOTEAG Contingency Fund of £15K. The authorisation of WRC expenditure will
be the responsibility of the General Manager.

6.

Functions and responsibilities of Key Posts
6.1

General Manager
 Responsibility for all activities at WRC
 Ensure health and safety requirements are in place
 Authorise WRC expenditure
 Represent the WRCC on any relevant group or committee within the
Emergency Response structure
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 Convene daily meetings for Key Post personnel
 Act on any WRC requirement for assistance from outside Shetland
 Control offers of assistance coming from outside Shetland
 Represent the WRCC at press conferences or, if necessary, delegate to
the Media Liaison Co-ordinator
6.2

Administrator


Maintain a log of WRC activities and associated files



Minute WRCC and Key Post staff meetings and circulate minutes



Identify any need for additional personnel in administrative structure



Supervise any administration staff



Organise travel and accommodation for WRCC-authorised personnel
visiting Shetland



Oversee the register of volunteers' contact details and other personal
information, and ensure its security



Maintain financial records



Maintain a log of staff time

6.3

Health and Safety Advisor


Maintain, update and sign off Risk Assessments



Ensure the standing Risk Assessment meets the requirements of the
particular incident, and amend as required



Obtain COSHH Assessment of the oil(s) involved, and ensure any
particular hazards are clearly explained to the Field Operations Coordinator

6.4

Field Operations Co-ordinator


Plan daily field effort based on pollution surveillance reports, and
weather conditions and forecasts



Organise teams to survey beaches for dead and live animals



Oversee volunteer registration and Risk Assessment briefings
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Implement compliance with health and safety requirements



Debrief and collect reports from beach survey teams on their return



Ensure the prompt delivery of such reports to the Scientific Co-ordinator



Evaluate the need for any additional support from outwith Shetland,
including that of staff from WRCC member organisations

6.5

Animal Welfare Co-ordinator


Oversee all operations involving live birds and marine mammals



Evaluate the need for, and organise, the establishment of temporary
holding and treatment facilities



Evaluate the need for additional veterinary or field rescue expertise



Evaluate the need for, and advise on, the transportation of live
casualties out of Shetland



Provide a direct link between the WRC and holding and treatment
centres



Ensure the Scientific Co-ordinator has accurate, up to date records of
birds and mammals taken into care, and their fate

6.6

Scientific Co-ordinator


Ensure proper collection, identification, labelling and storage of
specimens



Maintain a database of biological aspects of the incident



Produce a daily summary and interpretation of field survey debrief
forms



Evaluate the need for any additional scientific expertise



Co-ordinate requests for, and the delivery of, biological material



Organise any post-mortems of carcasses



Initiate and supervise any surveys to detect vulnerable concentrations
of birds in the likely path of oil slicks



Supervise any carcass-recovery or drift experiments
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6.7

Logistics Co-ordinator


Liaise with the Field Operations Co-ordinator on the requirement for
field communication equipment



Arrange all procurement and hiring of equipment and vehicles



Organise any catering and cleaning requirements at the WRC



Organise any freight transport requirements



Liaise with the Administrator on financial control matters



Liaise with the owners of the WRC building if outwith Sella Ness



Organise any security requirements at the WRC

6.8

Media Liaison Co-ordinator


Liaise with the media, through channels identified by the Incident
Control Centre



Initiate media appeals for volunteer assistance



Brief field teams on appropriate responses to approaches from the
media



Maintain a file of media coverage



Ensure a photographic record of the incident is maintained and
archived



Assist the Scientific Co-ordinator with synopses of field activities and
casualty lists

6.9

IT Communications Co-ordinator


Set up internal e-mail systems for use exclusively for WRCC members



Establish and maintain telephone and email communications at the
WRC



Set

up

external

e-mail

facilities

to

facilitate

internal/external

communications for contact points
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Set up Internet resource and maintain incident information on the
SOTEAG website

7.



Liaise with the Administrator over information releases



Maintain all resources for the duration of incident

Administration at wildlife holding and treatment facilities
7.1

SSPCA

Administration, voluntary assistance, logistics and accurate maintenance of
records of wildlife taken into care will be the responsibility of the SSPCA. If
additional manpower or logistical support is required from the WRCC, the
request should be relayed to the General Manager by the Animal Welfare
Co-ordinator. The establishment of any temporary holding/treatment facility
will be the responsibility of the SSPCA
7.2

Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary (HWS)

Not all oil pollution incidents affecting birds will affect marine mammals and
the activation of the WRCC Plan will serve to put the HWS on alert. If marine
mammal casualties are anticipated or found, it is the responsibility of the HWS
to request administrative, media liaison and other support from the WRC
General Manager, if considered necessary. An administrator will maintain
financial control and accurate records, working under the direction of HWS
personnel. In the event of HWS managers being absent from Shetland, the
SSPCA has the authority to enter and operate the sanctuary.

8.

Stocks of equipment
8.1

Sella Ness Pollution Response Base

A stock of equipment to support field operations will be held at the Sella Ness
Pollution Response Base, for immediate transfer to the WRC on activation of
the WRCC Plan. Included in this stock will be items such as specially coloured
plastic sacks, tight-meshed hessian sacks of sufficient size to carry large birds,
a small supply of bird carrying boxes, protective clothing, plastic sheeting,
etc. Wooden drift blocks will also be stored here. The Sullom Voe HSE Advisors
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will maintain this stock of equipment and present a list of items held to the
WRCC annually, for comment and amendment. A stock of stationery and
other items for use in the initial administration of the WRC will be held in the
portacabin at Sella Ness.
8.2

Shetland Biological Records Centre

A stock of equipment for use in the administration of the WRC will be held for
transfer to the WRC on activation of the WRCC Plan, including:


Appropriate software for handling the scientific database and
maintaining and manipulating a register of volunteer assistance

8.3



WRC headed forms for logging telephone calls



Debrief forms for field teams



Large formal posters outlining health and safety procedures



Registration and Risk Assessment forms for volunteers



WRCC laptop (held by SNH, Lerwick)
SSPCA: Temporary holding and cleaning facilities

It will be the responsibility of the SSPCA to hold sufficient equipment for
dealing with live oiled birds in an emergency, before re-supply from the
Scottish Mainland. The SSPCA will also be responsible for maintaining an
adequate team of trained local volunteers to assist with the care and
treatment of oiled birds.

9.

Use of volunteers and specialist support organisations
9.1

Volunteers

WRCC policy will be to use local volunteer help for field operations. The SIC
takes legal liability for all formally registered volunteers who have abided by
field operation protocols. Volunteer assistance may be brought to Shetland if
the

Field

Operations

Co-ordinator

considers

it

absolutely

necessary.

Volunteers from outwith Shetland will only be sought from bona fide
organisations, on the written approval of the General Manager
9.2

Equipping and feeding volunteers
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The WRCC will be responsible for ensuring that all volunteers are adequately
equipped with protective clothing. Control of PPE will be organised by the
Logistics Co-ordinator. Basic catering for volunteers will be provided at the
WRC.
9.3

Volunteers' expenses

Volunteers may have petrol costs reimbursed if they wish, via a logging system
operated by the Field Operations Co-ordinator against a WRC account. Any
other requests for reimbursement of expenses should be referred to the
Administrator.
The WRCC will not be responsible for any expenses incurred by any volunteer
who travels to Shetland and arrives at the WRC uninvited.
9.4

Specialist support

It is the responsibility of both the Field Operations Co-ordinator and the
Scientific Co-ordinator to identify any requirement for specialist support not
available in Shetland and alert the General Manager to that need. Similarly,
if SSPCA or Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary requires specialist support to be
brought to Shetland under WRCC authority, rather than their own, then that
need should be brought to the attention of the WRC General Manager. An
individual or group may only travel to Shetland under the authority of the
WRCC on the formal authorisation of the General Manager. Once in
Shetland, such an individual or group must operate within the WRC structure.

10.

Dealing with wildlife casualties
10.1

Dead birds and other animals

All dead birds found by field teams or handed in by members of the public,
both oiled and apparently clean, and those which die in care will be
checked for rings and tracking devices and stored frozen at the WRC for
examination at a later date. Should freezer capacity become limited, the
Scientific Co-ordinator will prioritise species for disposal, onsite necropsies, or
shipment out of Shetland. If field teams report abnormal mortality of fish or
marine invertebrates, samples should be taken and also stored frozen. All
stored biological material will be the property of the WRCC and will be used
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primarily for scientific purposes. Dead marine mammals found, or those which
die in care, will be forwarded to an appropriate institution for post mortem
examination, or stored frozen until such time as post mortems can be carried
out. The retrieval of dead seals from beaches will be organised by the Animal
Welfare Co-ordinator.
10.2

Live birds

The care of all live birds found will be the responsibility of the SSPCA. All live
birds found will be taken to the temporary holding and treatment facilities
where they will be logged (date, place and circumstances of finding) and
individually colour marked. Thereafter, birds will be transferred to the SSPCA's
National

Wildlife

Rescue

Centre

for

more

thorough

cleaning

and

rehabilitation. The timing of release of rehabilitated birds will be decided by
the SSPCA, but the location of release will be agreed jointly between the
SSPCA, SNH, RSPB and the SOTEAG Ornithologist. For example, whilst it might
be appropriate to release auks and gulls at mainland Scottish locations, this
would not be the case for e.g. Shetland’s Eider ducks, which are genetically
distinct from those in mainland Scotland. Such birds would, on rehabilitation,
need to be released back in Shetland. All birds will be BTO ringed before
release and any colour rings used for identification during rehabilitation will be
removed. Consideration should be given to fitting released birds with rings
that are readable in the field, or with geolocators, with details forwarded to
the BTO. The Animal Welfare Co-ordinator will be the link between the WRCC
and

SSPCA

rehabilitation

facilities,

and

will

be

responsible

for

the

maintenance of accurate records.
10.3

Live otters and seals

The retrieval of live otters and seals from beaches, any first aid administered,
and onward transport to the Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary (HWS) will be carried
out by staff from one or more identified rescue organisations acting with
WRCC authority under the direct supervision of the Animal Welfare Coordinator. Once at the HWS, their care will be the responsibility of the HWS,
aided and advised by S/RSPCA veterinarians at the discretion of the HWS. The
involvement of any other organisation will not form part of the WRCC Plan
response without formal authority of the WRC General Manager
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11.

De-activation of the WRCC Plan
The decision to de-activate the WRCC Plan will be taken at a minuted
meeting of WRCC members. Thereafter, it will be the responsibility of Key Post
staff to produce a WRCC report on the incident, for submission to SOTEAG
and circulation among WRCC member organisations, and eventual
publication.

Revised August 2014
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Annex 1

Contact details for key staff in WRCC member

organisations
(WRCC representatives underlined).
Name

Email

SOTEAG
Prof. Mike Richardson
SOTEAG/WRCC Chairman
Martin Heubeck WRCC Vice
Chairman
Meriem Kayoueche-Reeve
SOTEAG Executive Officer
Mick Mellor
Field Assistant (summer)

mikerichardson@btinternet.com

martinheubeck@btinternet.com

mkr3@st-andrews.ac.uk

mick.mellor@btopenworld.com

Shetland Islands Council
Colin Reeves
(Paul Bryant from January

colin.reeves@shetland.gov.uk

2015)
Ports & Harbours Operations

paul.bryant@shetland.gov.uk

Richard Cooper
Environmental Health
Officer, Infrastructure
Services
Fiona Johnson

richard.cooper@shetland.gov.uk

fiona.johnson@shetland.gov.uk

Safety Manager
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Name
Peter Morgan
Ports & Harbours Operations

Email

peter.morgan@shetland.gov.uk

BP Exploration
David Manson
HSE Advisor, SVT
Jed Westmoreland
HSE Advisor, SVT

david.manson@uk.bp.com

westmojd@bp.com

Scottish Natural Heritage
Kirsty North
Shetland Operations Officer

kirsty.north@snh.gov.uk

Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Duncan Goudie
Environment Protection

duncan.goudie@sepa.org.uk

Officer
Philip Dinsdale
Senior Environnent

philip.dinsdale@sepa.org.uk

Protection Office
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)
Pete Ellis
Northern Isles Manager
Helen Moncrieff
Shetland Manager

pete.ellis@rspb.org.uk

helen.moncrieff@rspb.org.uk
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Name
Malcolm Smith
Habitats & Species Officer

Email

malcolm.smith@rspb.org.uk

Martin Auld
Director, East Scotland

martin.auld@rspb.org.uk

Region
Kara Brydson
Head of Marine Policy, RSPB

kara.brdson@rspb.org.uk

Scotland
Shetland Biological Records Centre / Shetland Amenity Trust
Paul Harvey
Project Manager
Rory Tallack
Ranger
Howard Towll
Ranger

paul@shetlandamenity.org

rory@shetlandamenity.org

howard@shetlandamenity.org

Shetland Bird Club
David Okill
Committee Member

david@auroradesign.plus.com

Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SSPCA)
Louise Sales
Trainee Shetland Inspector

louise.sales@scottishspca.org
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Name
Colin Seddon
Manager

Email

colin.seddon@scottishspca.org

Hillswick Wildlife Sanctuary
Jan Bevington
Manager

hillswick.wildlife@virgin.net

Westside Veterinary Surgery
James Nicolson
Partner

office@westvets.co.uk

Northern Constabulary
Bob Veighey
Community Safety Sergeant

robert.veighey@ northern.pnn.police.uk
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Annex 2

Contacts for other organisations in Shetland

Name

Email

Office Number

Lerwick Port Authority

info@lerwick-harbour.co.uk

01595 692991

Northern Constabulary

01595 692110

Shetland Coastguard

01595 692976

BBC Radio Shetland

radio.shetland@bbc.co.uk

01595 694747

SIBC

info@sibc.co.uk

01595 695299

The Shetland Times

editorial@shetlandtimes.co.uk

01959 693622

Shetland News Agency

news@shetnews.co.uk

01806 577332

NAFC Marine Centre

admin@nafc.ac.uk

01595 772000
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Annex 3

Contacts for other organisations outside Shetland

Name

Email

Office Number

British Trust for Ornithology (BTO)
National HQ
(Thetford)
BTO Scotland
(Stirling)

info@bto.org

01842 750050

scotinfo@bto.org

01786 466560

niall.burton@bto.org

01842 750050

chris.thaxter@bto.org

01842 750050

Niall Burton
Wetland and Marine
Research Team
Chris Thaxter
Wetland and Marine
Research Team
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH)
Penicuik Office

0131 4454343

Francis Daunt

frada@ceh.ac.uk

0131 445 4343

Sarah Wanless

swanl@ceh.ac.uk

0131 4454343

Joint Nature Conservation Committee

Aberdeen

pollutionadvice@jncc.gov.uk

Mark Tasker

mark.tasker@jncc.gov.uk

01224 266550
24-Hr: 07974 257464
01224 266551

Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA)
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Name

Email

Office Number
0300 123 0205

Wildlife Department
Horsham

wildlife@rspca.org.uk

International
01403 793205

Sea Alarm Foundation
Brussels

secretariat@sea-alarm.org

0032 2278 8744

Hugo Nijkamp

nijkamp@sea-alarm.org

0032 4949 000012

National Museums of Scotland
Bob McGowan

bmcgowan@nms.ac.uk

0131 2474262
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Annex 4

Equipment held at Sella Ness Pollution Response Base
500

No

Woven Sacks

150

No

Bird Boxes

2000

No

Plastic Bags (Bright Yellow)

50

No

Vapour Masks (held at main Terminal Stores)

100

No

Protective Clothing

200

No

Disposable Paper Suits

100

Pairs

Safety Spectacles

2

Rolls

Plastic Sheeting

2

Rolls

Conweb

500

Pairs

Gloves (MAPPA)

200

No

Wooden Drift Blocks
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Annex 5

Wildlife Response Centre Field Operations Risk

Assessment
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Annex 6

Wildlife Response Centre Volunteer Registration Form

WRC Volunteer Registration Form
Personal Details:
Surname: .........................................................................Title: ..................................
Forename(s): ..............................................................................................................
Address:
.......................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................ Postcode: ........................
Telephone – Day: ..................... Evening: ......................... Mobile: .........................

Email: ................................................................................ D.O.B: ...............................
Health:
Do you have any health factors, conditions or allergies that may affect your
voluntary activity? Yes

No

If yes, please give details (including any back/joint problems, respiratory or
heart conditions, epilepsy and diabetes) and any special arrangements,
understanding or awareness needed?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………
Have you had a tetanus vaccination within the last 10 years? Yes

No

Skills:
Do you have a current driving license?

Yes

No

Do you have a first aid certificate?

Yes

No

Expiry Date: ………….……………………..
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Do you have an MCA qualification?

Yes

No

If yes please state type:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Any other skills you feel are useful as a volunteer:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Emergency Contact:
Name:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Relationship:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Address:
.......................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................ Postcode: ........................
Telephone: …………………………………………
Mobile: …………………………………………………..

Data Protection:
The information you have provided will remain confidential and treated in
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
Declaration:
I confirm that I have read and understood the WRCC Risk Assessment on Field
Operations.
Signed: ………………………………………………………

Date: ………………….
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